
 
Background: 

Before the National Weather Service, the Signal Service reported the weather from various stations around the 
country. The highest signal service station was on Pikes Peak from 1873 – 1888. The mission for the men stationed 
atop Pikes Peak was to report the weather, and gather enough information to predict weather patterns.  
Initially, weather reports were made via telegraphic summaries sent to Washington, D.C. from the various 
observation sites around the nation, then distributed out to the public via railroad stations and news media 
outlets.  The Pikes Peak mountain observation site was connected to the city of Colorado Springs down below 
by telegraph line #99.  Harsh winds and heavy snow fall often downed the line, at times the poles themselves. 

Activity: 

Using the wind chill chart from the National Weather Service, students can investigate the discrepancy 
between the recorded temperature from the top of Pikes Peak and the reported temperature in the news 
article. The results can lead to a discussion about the advancement in meteorological technologies.  

Questions to Consider: 

1. According to the Colorado Springs Weekly Gazette, what was the low temperature in Colorado Springs? 
What was the high temperature in Colorado Springs?  

2. According to the Colorado Springs Weekly Gazette, what was the low temperature at the Signal Service 
Station on Pikes Peak? What was the temperature at 5:00 am at the Signal Service Station on Pikes Peak? 

a. According to the Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College, what are the 
temperatures on November 20, 1880? Why do you think they differ from the news article? 

3. Why were they keeping record of the weather on top of Pikes Peak? Who could benefit from the 
records? 

 

 



 
 

 

“Coldest Weather on Record.” Colorado Springs 
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Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College 
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National Weather Service Wind Chill Chart 
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/winter/windchill.shtml 


